SCHEME FOR REVIVAL OF OLD TEMPLES

+204. SHRI GOPAL JEE THAKUR:

Will the Minister of CULTURE be pleased to state:

(a) the details of the scheme for revival of old temples;

(b) whether more than 100 years old temples located in Mithila area of Bihar are likely to be included under the said scheme;

(c) if so, the amount likely to be allocated for this purpose; and

(d) the name of the department to which this work is likely to be assigned?

ANSWER

MINISTER OF STATE (INDEPENDENT CHARGE)
FOR CULTURE AND TOURISM

(PRAHLAD SINGH PATEL)

(a) There is no such specific scheme for revival of old temples. However, conservation, preservation and annual maintenance of centrally protected monuments including centrally protected temples in the country is attended regularly by the Archaeological Survey of India as per availability of resources.

(b) to (d) Question does not arise since there is no scheme.
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